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CHAPTER 3: SOCIAL ESPONSIBILITY OF ENTREPRENEURS
TOPIC: 3.2 THE ENVIRONMENT
I A. BUSINESS AND ECOLOGY
 One must realize that as a business uses energy and materials, discharges waste, and generates products
and services, it is functioning within an ecological system.
 Ecology, refers to the science of interrelationships among organisms and their environments.
 The operative term “interrelationships,” implying that an interdependence exists among all entities in the
environment.
B. ECOSYSTEM
 Ecosystem refers to a total ecological community, both living and nonliving.
 Many commercial activities have unpredictable and often disruptive environmental consequences.
Because an ecosystem represents a delicate balance of interrelated entities, the introduction of any new
element, whether biotic or abiotic.
 As it produces the goods and services we need or want, business inevitably intrudes into ecosystems, but
not all intrusions are free of risk or justifiable.
 Because of the interrelated nature of ecosystems and because intrusions generally produce serious
unfavorable effects, business must scrupulously avoid actions, practices, and policies that have an undue
impact on the environment.
SUMMARY: Ecology studies the interrelationships among organisms and their environments. Because of
the interdependence of an ecosystem’s elements and because intrusion into an ecosystem frequently
creates unfavorable effects, business must be sensitive to its impacts on the physical environment.
C.




BUSINESS’S TRADITIONAL ATTITUDES TOWARD THE ENVIRONMENT
Both pollution and depletion of natural resources involve using up something that is in limited supply.
Several factors have combined to create the serious environmental problems facing us today.
“Tragedy of the commons” by Garett Hardin.
 Each believes that his/her own use of the commons has only a negligible effect, but the cumulative
result can be the gradual destruction of the public domain, which is bad for everyone.
 In the tragedy of the commons we have the reverse of Adam Smith’s invisible hand: Each person’s
pursuit of self-interest makes everyone worse off.
 Economists term this disparity between private industrial costs and public social costs an externality, or
spillover. The same sort of disparity between the private costs and the social costs of business activity also
arises in the context of resource depletion, rather than pollution.
SUMMARY: Traditionally, business has regarded the natural world as a free and unlimited good. Pollution and
resource depletion are examples of situations in which each person’s pursuit of self-interest can make
everyone worse off (the “tragedy of the commons”). Business must be sensitive to possible disparities
between its private economic costs and the social costs of its activities (the problem of externalities, or
spillovers).
II. A. THE ETHICS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

 Many measures that we take are steps that benefits all of us, collectively and individually: Our air is more
breathable and our landscapes less cluttered with garbage.
 But even if such measures benefit each and every one of us, there is still free-rider problem because of the
temptation to shrink individual responsibility.
 People or companies may rationalize that the little bit they add to the total pollution problem does not
make any difference. They benefit from the efforts of others to prevent pollution but “ride for free” by not
making the same effort themselves.
 The unfairness here is obvious. The failure of the companies to “internalize” their environmental
“externalities” spells unfairness.
 Companies that try to be free riders in environment matters or that refuse to address the spillover or
external costs of their business activity violate this contract.
 A moral theorists, William T. Blackstone argues that “Each person, has this right qua being human and
because a livable environment is essential for one to fulfill his human capabilities.”
 Acknowledging a human right to a livable environment, however, leaves unsolved man of the difficult
problems facing us.
SUMMARY: Companies that attempt to be free riders in environmental matters or that refuse to address the
external costs of their business activities behave unfairly. Some philosophers maintain, further, that every
human being has a right to a livable environment.
B. THE COST OF POLLUTION CONTROL
 To improve our environment, we must consider a number of things.
 One is the quality of environment that we want.
 Then there is the question of precisely what is necessary to bring about the kind of environment we
want.
 Finally, an important concern in any determination of what should be done to improve the
environment is the calculation of what it will cost.
 Cost-benefit analysis – a device use to determine whether it is worthwhile to incur a particular cost – for
instance, the cost of employing a particular pollution-control device.
 The general approach is to evaluate a project’s direct and indirect costs and benefits, the difference being
the net result for the society.
 Cot benefit analysis can quickly get complicated. Example, to determine whether it would be worthwhile
to initiate more stringent air-pollution standards for a particular industry, a multitude of factors must be
considered.
 The example suggests the extreme difficulty of making reliable estimates of actual costs and benefits, of
putting price tags on different effects of the policy being considered.
 The new discipline of ecological economics is attempting to expand further the boundaries of
environmental cost-benefit analysis by calculating the value of an ecosystem in terms of what it would cost
to provide the benefits and services it now furnishes us.
 An assessment of costs and benefits inevitably involves value judgments and factual uncertainties.
SUMMARY: Pollution control has a price, and trade-offs must be done. Weighing environmental costs and
benefits is often difficult, though. The new discipline of ecological economics and recent attempts to measure
“non-use value” try to offer a wider perspective on environmental issues, but any kind of cost-benefit analysis
inevitably involves controversial factual assessments and value judgments.
C. WHY SHOULD PAY THE COST?
 Two popular answer to this question:
1. Those responsible for causing the pollution ought to pay.
2. Those who stand to benefit from protection and restoration should pick up the tab.
 Those Responsible


–



Who, exactly, is responsible for the pollution? Who are the polluters?
Many people argue that big business is the chief polluter and therefore ought to bear the lion’s
share of the costs of environmental protection and restoration.
– Business probably has profited more than any other group from treating the environment as a free
good, but consumers has also benefited by not having to pay higher costs for products.
– In fact, some would argue that consumers are primarily to blame for pollution because they create
the demand for the products whose production is impairs the environment.
– As Milton Friedman put it, “the people who use electricity are responsible for the smoke that
comes out of the stacks of the generating plants.”
– Therefore, the argument goes, it is consumers, not business, who should pay to protect and restore
the environment.
– Actually both versions of the polluter-should pay-the-bill thesis – one attributing primary
responsibility for pollution to big business, the other to consumer s – largely ignore the manifold,
deep-rooted cause of environmental degradation. Population growth and the increasing
concentration of population in urban areas are two of them.
– Accompanying this tremendous growth and equally staggering level of urbanization is an everincreasing demand for goods and services, natural resources, energy, and industrial production.
– Another root cause of environmental problems is rising affluence. As people get more money to
spend, they buy and consume more tangible goods, discard them more quickly, and produce more
waste, all of which put pressure on the environment, hastening its degradation.
Those Who Would Benefit
– Workers in certain industries and people living in certain neighborhoods or regions benefit more
than other people from environmental controls.
– If, however, this position means that individuals and groups should pay to the degree that they will
benefit, then one must wonder how this could possibly be determined.
– Any equitable solution to the problem of who should pay the bill for environmental cleanup should
take into account responsibility as well as benefit.
– Still, the point is that a fair and just program for assigning costs begins with a recognition that we
all bear some responsibility for our environmental problems and that will all stand to benefit from
correcting them.

SUMMARY: Any equitable solution to the problem of who should bear the costs of environmental protection
and restoration must recognize that all of us in some way contribute to the problem and benefit from
environmental safeguards and improvements. Among the deep-rooted causes of environmental degradation
are population growth, increasing urbanization, and rising affluence.
III. Do the following tasks/activities on a 1 whole sheet of yellow pad paper.
A. Read and analyze the following questions below. And make a diagram that represents and explain your
answer.
1. What does ecosystem means? How are we part of it?
2. What is the significant role of business in preserving the environment?
3. How do business contribute to environmental damage? Cite examples.
B. Make a poster that can explain your answer to the following questions below.
1. What are several of the most important environmental issues now receiving worldwide attention?
2. Who has responsibility for addressing environmental issues?
3. How can ethics be applied in response to environmental issues?

